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FRIDAY NEWS 
Bradleys Both CP Schoo l  

Dear Children, Parents and Staff, 

I hope you all had a lovely Easter break and managed to have a break of sorts. Welcome back to the 

start of our summer term at school. We have a very short first half term but so much to get through.  

 

Staff Training Day  

The staff team joined staff from other local schools for a joint training day on Monday.  This training      

focused on approaches to teaching reading and writing, RE, Early Years Literacy and Early Years 

Mathematics.  The sessions proved really inspiring and allowed our staff to forge links with colleagues 

from other local schools.    

 

The BEST at Bradleys Both  

We started the week off talking about what the ‘best’ means to us at Bradleys Both.  Our target this 

next half term is to think about being the best we can.  Can we approach our work the best? Can we 

achieve our best? Can we get along with each other the best? Can we be the best?  I know we can be 

the best! 

 

Before and After School 

Please can I politely request that children do not enter the ball court, wildlife area or climbing area 

before or after school.  These areas are only to be used under supervision during school hours. Thank 

you in advance for your help with this.  

 

Year 5 Bikeability 

Congratulations to our Year 5 children for completing their bikeability programme this week. The chil-

dren worked with volunteers from the council team and worked hard to gain their confidence and skills.  

 

I hope everyone enjoys their long weekend.  Look out for the Skipton Waterway Festival this weekend 

and don’t forget to cheer on the Tour de Yorkshire! 

Kind regards 

LEARN.INSPIRE.FLOURISH.ENGAGE 

Friday 3rd May 2019 
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AIRTON CLASS 

Welcome back!  It has been a lovely week in class this week.  In our literacy, we chatted about what we all did 

over the Easter holidays and then wrote a recount, remembering to use time connectives in our writing.  In 

maths, we have explored the operation of division.  We worked practically by sharing cookies between differ-

ent numbers of teddies.  We have introduced the new topic of 'Seasides' and have begun to put up a display 

in the classroom.  In science, we have continued with our topic of 'Materials' and have investigated magnetic 

and non-magnetic.  We have re-arranged our classroom furniture to incorporate a new, permanent messy area 

- which will be absolutely awesome! We will follow a set of instructions to make our own play-dough; make jam 

tarts; salt-dough and other things over the next few weeks.   

 

Pupil of the week - Lyndon, for a super attitude to his learning...particularly in his writing this week. 

Maths Maestro - Martha, for a phenominal grasp of division! 

 

P.S.  We are looking for donations of blank CD / DVD disks so that we can decorate them and display them in 

our outdoor area.  Any donations will be gratefully received.  Many thanks in advance. 
 

 
CRACOE CLASS 

Welcome back everyone, we hope you had a restful break and enjoyed the good weather we have had. This 

week in Literacy we have focused on sentence structure and different ways in which we can start our sen-

tences. We wrote about our holidays and included lots of detail to make our writing interesting. In Numeracy 

we have been looking at missing number sums and fractions of shapes. In our fraction work we had to say 

what fraction of a shape had been shaded and then read a fraction to colour in the correct amount. We 

started our new Science topic of plants this week. We thought about what we already know about them and 

what different plants look like - we're looking forward to planting some plants over the next few weeks. Yes-

terday afternoon Miss Wright showed us a picture of a person and asked us what we could tell from looking 

at the picture. This is part of our new Geography/History topic - we still don't know who it is but hopefully 

we will find out next week! 

 

Pupil of the week: Tom, for a detailed recount of his holiday. 

Maths Maestro: Seth M, for a good understanding of fractions. 

 

FARNHILL CLASS 

Back to school… Where did April go? Farnhill have had a busy week even though the class have only been in 

four days. In English, earlier in the week, the class were predicting what their new class text might be about 

from pictures that had been taken from the front cover. Although the pictures didn’t give much away, we 

used the evidence to suggest what the text could be about. At first some children got the impression that it 

might be about Robin Hood, a butcher or small people. Afterwards the children were teased with just the 

blurb from the text, however it had been jumbled up in a random order in what we call a word cloud. Pupils 

using the word cloud unpicked the words and reassembled them as correctly as they could. Yesterday, the 

class listened to an audio clip taken from a trailer about the book and wrote about what they heard and built 

together a case using all the evidence over the week to establish what the class text really was. They discov-

ered that it is ‘The Borrowers’ and some children recognised this early on once they spotted how large some 

items were compared to the figures on the pictures. In mathematics, our new topic is statistics, we have been 

learning about bar charts, titles, labels, axis, pictograms and how to identify, record, present and interpret 

data in different forms. In particular, we recorded favourite colours in a bar chart, a pictogram to show 40 

children’s meal choices. The class before creating tables and presenting the data they recorded results in 

the form of a tally chart. In science, our new topic is ‘LIGHT’ we discussed natural sources of light, artificial 

sources of light and discussed how darkness is the absence of light. In French, for part of a ‘Family and 

Friends’ topic we created a family tree labelling the names of relatives in French. Homework and spelling are 

as usual and will be tested next Friday. Have a great weekend, see you all on Tuesday. 

Pupil of the week: Penny, for an excellent start back to school, showing real commitment to learning. 

Maths Maestro: Titus, for carefully and accurately presenting data in varied forms. 
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LINTON CLASS 

 

We have all settled back into a school routine and are looking forward to the Summer Term. Year 5 have thor-

oughly enjoyed Bikeability and learnt valuable life skills, they were very excited to be going out of school 

working with different people. It was lovely to have a small group of Year 4 and for us to work together have 

focused learning.  

This week we have learnt how to multiply and divide by powers of 10 with decimals, children are still tempted 

to put in zeros when there are decimal numbers, but we have sorted that out now! We have also been revising 

balancing questions and using the term algebra. In English we have read and written “Miniature Mysteries” us-

ing objects as the skeleton. We also used our grammar, punctuation and spelling skills to write high quality 

texts. Everyone loves a rhetorical question!  

In Science we are still learning about the human body and the function of the different parts, we completed a 

comprehension activity based on digestion, our spelling of the different parts is improving well. 

This half term Johnny our sports coach is teaching tennis, this week the session improved our skills and was 

great fun. 

 

Pupil of the week: Chloe O, for enthusiastic learning. 

Maths Maestro: Lara, for accurate multiplying and dividing by powers of 10. 

GRASSINGTON CLASS 

 

We have been revising some of the maths topics this week in preparation for the SATs which start on Monday 

13th May. Data-handling, long and short multiplication, short division and using mental calculation strategies 

have all been practised this week. Next week we will be looking at fractions (again), measures and shape as well 

as problem solving...phew!  

In English we have been learning how to recognise, and use, pathetic fallacy in our writing whilst also reminding 

ourselves about  grammar terminology and correct use of punctuation. There is a lot to learn and remember so 

it is helpful to practise. The spellings this week are based on common spelling patterns and a list of frequently 

used spellings has been sent home for information. 

It hasn't all been hard work in class this week-everyone enjoyed the tennis coaching yesterday and the year 

5's and Kazeem have taken part in the Bikeability training...even in the rain yesterday! 

A SATs timetable has been sent home so that everyone is aware of when the tests take place: every effort 

will be made to ensure that  they will be conducted in a calm atmosphere.  

Enjoy the long weekend... 

 

Maths Maestro: Wilf, for improved confidence. 

Pupil of the Week: Archie, for sharing his ideas in English. 

 

*** Special request, please can we ask for donations of kitchen roll tubes, thank you.*** 
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LOTTERY WINNER 

 

Congratulations to: 

 

13/04/19 Jacki Paley 

20/04/19 Margery Whittaker 

27/04/19 Lesley Horne who won the lottery draw over the last three weeks . Congratulations to you all! 

Lottery tickets are just £1 per ticket per week, with 40% of the ticket sales going directly to school. This 

is a great way to support your school and be in with a chance of winning the £25,000 jackpot prize as well as 

a local cash prize won every week by a Bradleys Both supporter. Go 

to https://www.yourschoollottery.co.uk/lottery/school/bradleys-both-cp-school to buy your ticket. 

****Buy a school lottery ticket this term for a chance to win an Amazon Echo, Fire TV stick, Echo Dot and 

Fire HD8 - please see poster attached for further details!!**** 

   

RACE NIGHT 

 

The Friends of Bradley's Both are holding a Race Night on the evening of Friday 10th May at Bradley Village 

Hall at 7.15pm. Come along and enjoy a night of food, drinks, fun and a flutter! There will be a licensed bar 

for purchasing drinks and a tasty supper is included in the ticket price. Tickets will be £8.50 per adult and 

on sale now from Stacey or Belinda. Please secure your ticket promptly to avoid disappointment! We are 

looking forward to a great evening.  Please see attached poster for further details. 

 

LIVE KITCHEN NAME CHANGE 

Live Kitchen will be changing it’s name to “School Grid” from Wednesday 22nd May. Everything else will  

remain the same. 

 

SCHOOL CALENDAR UPDATE 

A revised version of the parent calendar will be emailed a long with this week’s edition of Friday News. This 

covers from now until the end of the school year. 

 

YEAR 6 TRANSITION DAYS 

Skipton Academy — Wednesday 26th & Thursday 27th June 

Skipton Girls—Thursday 27th June 

Ermysteds Grammar School—Thursday 27th June 

Upper Whafedale School—Thursday 27th June 

 

https://www.yourschoollottery.co.uk/lottery/school/bradleys-both-cp-school
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MRS KIRWIN’S KIND REQUESTS 

 If your child is poorly, can you please ring our absence line before 9.00am, the school office can then let 

your child’s teacher know and the kitchen know, you can leave a message at anytime before 9.00am. 

 Class 1 Skipton Woods visit consent form and voluntary contribution of £7.00 on ParentPay 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.bradleysbothcpschool.org.uk/
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  DATES FOR THE DIARY 

 

 06.05.19 Bank Holiday 

 07.05.19 Reception and Year 6 Height & Weight checks 

 08.05.19 School Council cake sale 

 10.05.19 Friends Race Night—7.15pm—Village Hall 

 13.05.19 SATS Week 

 14.05.19 SATS Week 

 15.05.19 SATS Week 

 16.05.19 SATS Week 

 20.05.19 School Photograph Day 

 23.05.19 YR 5/6 Cricket 

 24.05.19 School closes for half term 

 03.06.19 School re - opens 

 05.06.19 Class 1 swimming 

 06.06.19 YR 5/6 Rugby Tournament 

 11.06.19 Class 3 local walk 

 11.06.19 Fire safety talk 

 

 

 

Please can we reiterate that we are a NUT FREE SCHOOL. Please do not send your 

children to school with snacks for break time or lunch that contain nuts. Thank you 

very much for your support with this. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 


